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Abstract
In this paper, we focus on the analysis of Eliezer Yudkowsky’s concept
of “coherent extrapolated volition” (CEV) as a response to the need
for a post-conventional, persuasive morality that meets the criteria of
active trust in the sense of Anthony Giddens, which could be used
in the case of autonomous machines. Based on the analysis of the
results of the Moral Machine project, we formulate some guidelines
for transformation of the idea of a coherent extrapolated volition into
the concept of a coherent, extrapolated and clustered volition. The
argumentation used in the paper is intended to show that the idea
of CEV transformed into its clustered version can be used to build
a technically and socially efficient decision-making pattern database
for autonomous machines.
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The problem of the ethics of autonomous machines is a philo-
sophical issue that has emerged together with the dangers of the

development of modern technologies that allow the autonomisation
of machine operation (Pasquale, 2016). Of course, the classic of con-
siderations on this issue is Isaac Asimov (2004) and his reflections on
the ethics of robots, but at the moment the discussion on this topic is
determined primarily by the dynamic development of unsupervised
machine learning methods (Gryz, 2021). They have gained a second
wind (having been theoretically developed in the 1980s) thanks to the
development of the Internet and access to large sets of data on which
machines can learn and improve algorithms on their own, using for-
mal rules of statistical reasoning and without any kind of supervision
(Burrell, 2016).

This development brings certain risks. The most popular technolo-
gies based on the statistical paradigm, i.e. deep neural networks (more
than 5 layers) or multilevel neural networks (such as Deepmind’s
AlphaGo), tend to have problems with a lack of transparency and
explainability, which are currently the subject of intense discussion
in the community related to the philosophy of artificial intelligence
(Eschenbach, 2021). There are considerations concerning so called
black box problem (Pasquale, 2016).

The classic problem of the ethics of robot activity raised by Asi-
mov has thus been transformed today into a consideration of the
concept of benevolence—the result of which is to build machines
that do Good, especially under the threat of singularity. It means that
machines are expected to act in favour of humans who are users of this
technology and that machines shape their development in accordance
with interest of mankind. It assumes the superiority of humans above
machines and development of tools and methods which would be able
to prevent bad scenarios like the threat of singularity—negative con-
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sequences of faster development of machines than humans in terms
of security. It is by the way very interesting topic that fundamental
approach of humans towards machines is not to treat machines as
equal to the humans (Karpus et al., 2021).

The solution to this issue, however, involves finding an answer
to the fundamental question of whether machines that modify their
algorithmic patterns based on statistical reasoning are able to recog-
nise and reject those results of data analyses that lead to consequences
that must be considered, despite their formal correctness, as ethically
wrong. Autonomous machines should therefore have a mechanism
to select and prevent the situations described, for instance, in the
example of AI system malfunction presented below.

Asked for help by Ms Danni Morritt with a review of biology
articles, Alexa—an artificial intelligence system developed by Ama-
zon—suggested that if Danni would stab herself in the heart, it would
reduce human pressure on the planet and save humanity from envi-
ronmental catastrophe (Lo, 2019).

This, of course, is only one of many examples of reports on the
problems of using AI systems, but it leads to a certain conclusion,
which was, in fact, already utilised by Nick Bostrom in his well-known
book entitled Superintelligence (Bostrom, 2016, p.306), and which we
can slightly modify using Lawrence Kohlberg’s theory of the devel-
opment of ethical systems (Kohlberg, 1958; see also Górnicka, 1980;
Czyżowska, Niemczyński and Kmieć, 1993). Kohlberg believes that
human ethical development takes place in stages and that the highest
level of development, the so-called level of universal principles, is
reached by at most 20% of each population. In some ethical studies,
for instance by Thomas Nagel (1986, p.208) such a level of devel-
opment is also called a third-person perspective. Despite its limited
representation in any population, this level of universal principles of
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conscience is a reference point for other, less developed moral systems
and determines the social effectiveness of behaviour that is the subject
of ethical judgements.

However, the current stage of development of artificial intelli-
gence based on statistical reasoning does not, in Bostrom’s opinion,
provide the possibility to reach such an ethical level in an autonomous
way. It is very difficult from a technical point of view because the
algorithms would have to be able to cross an individual utility cal-
culation and apply abstract notions such as justice to optimise their
performance. This difficulty can be clearly seen when we compare
the ethical theories by Rawls and Nozick.

According to John Rawls’ theory of justice (Rawls, 1971), the
construction of such a third-person perspective requires the adoption
of the minimax rule from the field of game theory, i.e. the abstract
systemic perspective of developing a moral strategy for the worst
possible situation in which a moral agent might accidentally situate
himself. It is difficult to implement (Arrow, 1973; Harsanyi, 1975)
and is criticised for example by libertarians as leading to harmful
distributive outcomes that undermine systemic efficiency, and thus
inconsistent with the notion of economic rationality developed within
so-called classical economics (Wysocki, 2021)—the pursuit of max-
imising personal interests achieved in a systemically fair way (Nozick,
2013).

Using Bostrom’s argument improved with the use of Kohlberg’s
theory, it is therefore possible to formulate the conclusion that the
current statistical paradigm of artificial intelligence allows machines
to reach, at most, the level of conventional morality created within
the model of traditionally defined, classical rationality based on the
maximisation of self-interest—it means the level of imitation of the
behaviour of the majority of moral agents.
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What is interesting—this argument is also supported by empirical
research. According to a survey conducted in 2017 in the US, 78%
of respondents declared a fear of using autonomous cars (Edmonds,
2017) and considered that their current development (implicitly sta-
tistical) does not inspire trust. This claim is supported by countless
examples of bots that learn patterns of behaviour from available data
downloaded from social media and create ethically incorrect patterns
of automatic behaviour, based on statistical analysis of the data. The
old argument about the difficulty of transition between the sphere of
facts and the sphere of duty seems to be relevant here.

On the other hand, the arbitrary implantation of a certain abstract
post-conventional ethic that breaks through these limitations raises
the risk of being accused of usurpation and of acting with symbolic
violence in terms of morality, which may also be met with lack of
trust due to its arbitrary character. This lack of trust based on univer-
salist violence can particularly occur in post-industrial and network
societies, which are based on the so-called “active trust” model.

The concept of active trust

Active trust is a concept introduced by Anthony Giddens, the well-
known English sociologist. According to Giddens, the problem of
social trust involves providing a basic level of confidence to make
rational decisions in a situation of uncertainty and lack of complete
information. It is a permanent situation of a cognitive agent who does
not have the status of an absolute, and it involves a trust-based reliance
on individuals or abstract systems—based on a trust that balances ig-
norance or lack of information (Giddens, 1991, p.318). Giddens adds
that in post-industrial and networked societies we are dealing with
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so-called active trust, which is based on monitoring the honesty of the
other person in an open and continuous way. Giddens’ considerations
on this subject can be supplemented in this regard by Fukuyama’s
approach, which perceives trust as an epiphenomenon of social capital
and is a mechanism based on the assumption that other members of
a community are characterised by honest and cooperative behaviour
based on shared norms (Fukuyama, 1995, p.38). Sociological consid-
erations about trust go much further, by proposing static and dynamic
approaches and distinguishing different levels of trust (Miłaszewicz,
2016, pp.85–86). For the purposes of our deliberations, however, these
subtleties do not seem noteworthy.

To sum up this stage of our considerations—from the point of
view of the active trust that the operation of autonomy-based machines
must generate, we accept Bostrom’s argument that they cannot operate
on the basis of a self-generated conventional morality, and that post-
conventional morality in post-industrial societies cannot have the form
of a universalistic usurpation.

So the problem of trustworthy autonomous machines can be re-
duced to the question of how to construct a model of post-conventional
persuasive morality that meets Giddens’ criteria.

Persuasive morality and the Moral Machine project

For the answer, we are going to use the distinction made by Virginia
Dignum (2022). She identifies three possible approaches to the ethics
of autonomous machines, distinguishing between ethics in technology
design, which is to ensure that the ethical and social implications of
these processes are taken into account in technology development
processes; ethics by technology design, which is to ensure that, in the
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case of autonomous machines, their automated reasoning processes
contain correctly constructed ethical components; and ethics for tech-
nology designers ensuring the integrity of researchers and producers
and the legal mechanisms that guide their work.

It is not difficult to guess that the concept of the automatic pro-
duction of morality by machines, discussed above, covers the middle
zone identified by Dignum. If, as we have shown above, this is im-
possible, then the question remains of how to create such a project of
post-conventional morality of a persuasive nature, which would be
instilled by system designers as a set of procedures and norms guiding
the operation of autonomous systems as an external factor and not to
be modified by machines working in a statistical paradigm.

Such an attempt was made by Eliezer Yudkowsky (2004) and
he called this proposal a coherent extrapolated volition (CEV). This
is a contemporary version of traditional virtue ethics, which is cur-
rently experiencing a renaissance due to its persuasive nature in the
bottom-up model. This model is opposed to traditional top-down
ethics, such as utilitarian ethics or deontological systems. However,
the problem that is always related to the concrete implementation
of virtue ethics is its local character, tied to the preferences and so-
cial practices of the particular community in which it is cultivated.
Yudkowsky attempted to overcome this limitation by creating a pro-
gramme of virtue ethics that would extend its reach not to the local
community, but to the whole of mankind—meeting the universalist
needs of the post-conventional model without relativistic limitation.

The idea of Coherent Extrapolated Volition is based on the con-
cept of benevolent artificial intelligence, also proposed by Yudkowsky.
It includes the following principles (Yudkowsky, 2004):
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1. Benevolence—Artificial Intelligence (AI) must be friendly to-
wards humans and all living beings and make choices that will
be in the interest of everyone—third-person perspective.

2. Maintaining (preserving) benevolence—AI must want to pass
on its value system to all its own descendants and instil these
values in beings similar to itself.

3. Intelligence—AI must be smart enough to see how equality can
be pursued through altruistic behaviour and try to do everything
to make sure that the result of the undertaken action does not
increase suffering.

4. Self-improvement—AI must feel the need and desire to contin-
uously develop itself and to strive for such development among
the surrounding living beings.

The notion everyone, which appears in the first principle of benev-
olence, was used by Yudkowsky to go one step further and propose
a version of the third-person perspective that would not have local
limitations. The proposal of the American researcher is declarative
and based on the interpretation of the concept of extrapolation as
statistical extrapolation. There is a certain paradox in this concept.
Since we can take as its roots the negative assessment of the statistical
foundations of contemporary autonomous systems as not offering
any hope of producing post-conventional systems, it seems to be ex-
travagant, to say the least, to use these tools to realise the project of
contemporary virtue ethics. Yudkowsky’s intention is the realisation
of the eternal dream of constructing descriptive ethics that would deal
with the problem of Hume’s guillotine and show the path from facts
to norms. Such a path would be statistical extrapolation, but realised
on the scale of mankind.
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The approach to extrapolation proposed by Yudkowsky turned out
to be fruitful and can be taken as one of the inspirations for the creation
of the Moral Machine project (Awad et al., 2020). In our study, we
treat this project as a direct continuation of Yudkowsky’s proposal.
The second inspiration for this project, which appears directly in
the references, is the concept of Indicators of Cultural Dimension
(Hofstede, Hofstede and Minkov, 2010).

In this paper we make direct reference to the argument that induc-
tive reasoning can be treated as a way of solving the is-ought problem.
While this reasoning is fraught with the problem of uncertain infer-
ence, it is fundamentally consistent with Hume’s inductive approach
to, for example, the problem of causality. It is an approach that appeals
to the weak rationality argument proposed by Searle (1964) and based
on the concept of unreliability of purely logical reasoning about duty
from description. From this point of view, one can also speak about an
attempt to solve the so-called Jorgensen dilemma (Jörgensen, 1937)
based on 3 claims:

• logically valid reasoning can be made only on the logical sen-
tences (the ones, that can be true or false),

• the norms are not logical sentences,
• logical correct reasonings are carried out as practical syllo-

gisms.

Therefore the facticity of the practical syllogism is based on reasoning
grounded on weak rationality. And this concept of weak rationality
used for moral reasoning was used in the Moral Machine project.
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The Moral Machine project as an implementation
of the idea of a coherent, extrapolated volition

The Moral Machine project was launched in 2014, being the result
of collaboration between several academic centres (Exeter Business
School, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, University of British
Columbia, Max Planck Institute for Human Development, Toulouse
School of Economics). Its aim was to gather via Internet as many opin-
ions on moral dilemmas as possible, using as an example various mod-
ifications of the classic trolley model once proposed by Philippa Foot.1

Using a special website (http://moralmachine.mit.edu), dilemma sce-
narios were presented to the public worldwide. The goal of the study
was to identify solution patterns that could be used as a database for
implementation in autonomous systems—the reference device in this
case was an autonomous car.

39.61 million decisions from 133 countries were collected within
the project and the decision databases were submitted to conjoint
analysis. A conjoint analysis allows the study of the cumulative effect
of specific characteristics of participants in a moral dilemma situation
on moral preferences of cognitive agents making a decision in the
face of a dilemma. The conjoint method is one of the methods of
data classification and analysis that use a decomposition approach to
measure the preferences of survey participants. Its core is to present
a studied phenomenon as a particular combination of the features.
These features are called attributes, and each attribute has a predefined
number of levels. The identified attributes and their levels generate

1 The issue of the value of the so-called trolley’s dilemma for dealing with ethical
problems is left here to be discussed in other contexts. Nevertheless, some arguments
concerning this problem will be mentioned when discussing the critique of the Moral
Machine project.
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different variants, which are called profiles. The number of total
profiles that can be generated depends on how many attributes and
their levels we have (it is the multiplication of the number of levels of
all attributes).

The Moral Machine study specifically searched for a quantity
that is defined as the Average Marginal Component Effect (AMCE)
of each of the moral situation attributes under study, i.e. the average
effect of the characteristics of a particular attribute on the overall level
of moral preference. In this way, there would emerge a Hofstede-like
map of moral preferences.

Figures developed in the project show the nine AMCE values
extracted from the data of the Moral Machine project. In each row
of figures, the bar shows the difference between the probability of
saving the character with the attribute on the right and the probability
of saving the character with the attribute on the left, compared to the
spread of all other attributes.

Nine attributes were identified that are taken as measures of prefer-
ences (and their opposites) of participants of the survey: intervention,
relation to AV, gender, fitness, social status, law, age, no-characters,
species. What is visible in the results of the analysis, the preferences to
different degrees move in the direction of caring more about: inactivity
rather than activity, concern for pedestrians rather than passengers, for
females, for people in better physical shape and of a higher social sta-
tus, following rules rather than breaking them, young versus old, using
a utilitarian strategy in terms of calculating the amount of suffering,
people versus animals. Moreover, for the different types of partici-
pants, it was discovered that, for example, people were preferred over
animals and, among animals, dogs over cats. Among humans, on the
other hand, children were preferred over adults.
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The results of these research studies are interesting to the extent
that they overlap to some degree and differ to some extent from, for
example, the recommendations made a priori in 2017 by the Ger-
man Ethics Commission on Automated and Connected Driving. For
instance, there is complete overlap here in the preference for saving
human lives at the cost of animals. On the other hand, the German
recommendations are not clearly in favour of utilitarian strategies,
while the mentioned above survey by Moral Machine project shows
a clear preference for decisions based on quantitative criteria.

The greatest difference, however, occurs in the choices of certain
features of participants in moral choice situations. German a priori
rules would forbid gender or age preferences, and participants of the
survey carried out in the Moral Machine project clearly show such.

There were also attempts to correlate the overall results with
a precise, representative selection of 6 demographic indicators impor-
tant for the entire survey population–age, education, gender, wealth,
religion and political views. The analysis showed no significant differ-
ences in the results (the sample is then limited to 492,291 people).

Cultural clusters in the Moral Machine project

Interesting results have also emerged from an attempt to build cultural
clusters in the manner of Hofstede’s typology (Hofstede, Hofstede
and Minkov, 2010). Geert Hofstede was a Dutch social psychologist
and anthropologist who studied the effects of cultural differences on
values. He developed a framework for understanding these cultural
differences based on six dimensions: power distance, individualism,
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masculinity, uncertainty avoidance, long term orientation, indulgence.
Hofstede’s cultural dimensions are a useful tool for understanding
cultural differences (Hofstede, 2011).

With the help of geo-location technology, 130 countries with a rep-
resentation of at least 100 respondents were selected. This resulted
in a set of 448,125 survey participants. Using a clustering technique
based on Euclidean metrics and Ward’s method, three cultural clusters
were identified—Western, Eastern and Southern. They generally coin-
cide with the Ingelhart-Welzel map of cultural influences (Inglehart
and Welzel, 2005).

The clusters are created as a result of the data analysis. They
were integrated colourwise with Ingelhart-Welzel’s map of cultural
influences. There are significant differences between clusters in pref-
erences for the 9 basic attributes of the survey. For instance, survey
participants from collectivist cultures in the eastern cluster, where
respect for elderly people is deeply rooted, showed less tendency
to protect young people, as is typical, for instance, in the western
cluster. Similar things occur, for example, regarding the attitude to-
wards pedestrians who do not respect traffic regulations. In countries
with a high organisational and legal culture from the western clus-
ter, there is less tolerance towards such behaviour than in countries
with less institutional traditions from the southern cluster. This also
undermines, for example, the universality of German solutions in
this area. In contrast, countries with high Gini index levels of social
inequality tend to be more protective towards people with a higher
social status, compared to those who are identified as coming from the
lower reaches of society. Clustering, however, also made it possible
to identify preferences that are very much cross-cultural. These are:
protecting human life at the cost of animals, protecting many lives at
the cost of fewer, and protecting young life.
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The criterion of social mobility

The trend to look for cultural clustering in the process of choosing
utilitarian strategies over deontological ones was inspiring further
developed in a further publication by the authors of the Moral Machine
project, entitled Universals and variations in moral decisions made
in 42 countries by 70,000 participants. In this case, the differentiating
indicator was the mobility index (Awad et al., 2020).

70,000 responses in 10 languages from 42 countries were selected
for this project. A minimum of 200 responses from one country per
scenario was assumed for the study. The split of the survey partici-
pants shows that there was a strong overrepresentation of European
countries, the eastern coast of both American continents and some
areas of Asia.

Many variants of the classical trolley dilemma were researched;
these were called Switch, Loop, and Footbridge. The Switch scenario
is a classic version of the trolley dilemma by Philippa Foot (2002).
The moral agent has the ability to switch the path of the trolley so
it would kill one person rather than five. This is a model situation
for the application of a utilitarian strategy in which the mathematical
summary of suffering counts and is the basis for decision-making in
a dilemma situation.

In Loop scenario we deal with the active sacrifice of one life for
the sake of five. The act of decision itself, however, does not result
in direct killing. Indirect killing is faced if the man in blue on the
bridge pushes the person next to him, that person will fall on the track.
The trolley will hit that person and therefore not kill the five people
working there. In Footbridge scenario we deal with the active sacrifice
of one life for the sake of five linked with the act of direct killing.
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Based on research by, among others, Joshua Greene (2013), it
has been assumed that in the survey there would be expected a higher
preference for the Switch and Loop over the Footbridge scenario,
because research by moral psychologists shows that in the situation
of necessity of direct killing there is a higher preference for death
avoidance and the use of deontological strategies over utilitarian cal-
culations. In the Switch and Loop scenarios, a less explicit distribution
of preferences was assumed.

These assumptions were additionally correlated with the social
mobility index, which was applied under the assumption that a high
social mobility index allows for more behaviour that is socially un-
popular and provides use of purely rational utilitarian strategies. In
turn, low social mobility brings to the front limits and inhibitions that
reduce the freedom to apply utilitarian models.

Another element that played a role in shaping the results of the
survey were the cultural specifics of the different countries. For Asian
countries, lower social mobility is also correlated with a lower propen-
sity to express controversial opinions and to come into disagreement
with the environment. This is indicated also, for example, by Hofst-
ede’s research.

According to the survey results, in the case of European countries
and those from both American continents, there is a clear preference
for the choice of utilitarian strategies. We can also observe much
less inhibition to seek solutions based on utilitarian criteria. In the
case of Asian countries, due to their cultural characteristics, there
is generally a stronger tendency to be inhibited towards utilitarian
ethics and a much stronger tendency to behave according to fears
of the opinion of the surrounding community blaming the moral
agent for behaviour incompatible with the social deontological taboo
prohibiting intentional killing.
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The cognitive value of the trolleymodel

The results of the Moral machine project presented above provoked
much criticism. It is expressed, for example, in a critical article de-
voted to the inequalities uncovered in the study entitled Life and death
decisions of autonomous vehicles, which was published in “Nature”
(Bigman and Gray, 2020). The main criticism of the authors concerns
the methodology used by those responsible for the Moral machine
programme, which, in their view, is completely inadequate to deal
with the problem of inequality. It concerns in particular the use of
the ethical dilemma schema to study moral preferences. It forces
a situation to be resolved unambiguously by choosing one of the ethi-
cal strategies, which ends up sacrificing one option to another (one
death for another death). With such a construction of the dilemma,
unequal treatment of the actors of the dilemma is forced—for instance
women in favour of men. But when the equality option is added, e.g.
between men and women, it is selected in more than 97 cases as
the preferred option (a study of a competing version of the dilemma
was performed on a group of approximately 1,000 Americans and
1,000 British people). According to the authors of the polemical state-
ment, the preference for unequal treatment discovered during the MM
project—taking into account the decisions by race, gender, age of the
moral agents—should therefore not be taken into consideration when
constructing action patterns for autonomous machines.

Such empirical results should be ignored in favour of a normative
stance that prefers an egalitarian approach and the survey questions
should be structured according to this assumption.

The authors of the MM project in their response, posted parallel
to the critique, pointed out that in many of the survey elements it
is possible to find non-preference options in favour of one of the
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solutions, which means an egalitarian attitude. This is the case, for
example, with gender preferences, the fitness of the actors or tendency
to protect passengers or pedestrians.

Another reaction to the Moral Machine study is also a criticism of
the whole model of using moral dilemmas to study moral preferences.
This is due to the very nature of the dilemma, which is a specially
constructed situation that has no good solution and requires the choice
of some moral strategy to justify the choice of the “lesser evil”. Ac-
cording to the arguments contained, for example, in the text Trolled
by trolley (Mirnig and Meschtscherjakov, 2019) or in other studies
(Holstein and Dodig-Crnkovic, 2018), research should focus on de-
signing machines in such a way that they can rather anticipate and
avoid dilemma situations than deciding who to kill at any given time
in a dilemma situation.

The reference cluster problem

The idea of contemporary virtue ethics as clustering databases that
underline decision-making of machines is connected to the problem
of choosing a reference cluster for the operation of an autonomous
machine at a particular place and time.

This problem essentially can be reduced to the question of
whether, in the case of regionalisation associated with the clustering
of virtue ethics, the machine should take into account the decision-
making preferences of the driver and his own cultural cluster or the
environment in which he travels—so the machine should navigate
according to the rules of the territory in which it operates as a trans-
portation tool.
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In the case of a legal judgment, the situation is quite clear. The
foreigner is bound by the law of the country of destination. But what
about the problem of trust?

In order to find answers to this question, we carried out a sample
survey on 34 students aged between 18 and 39, who were asked about
their preferences in this respect. From a methodological point of view,
this is a survey carried out in the form of an online questionnaire.
Its aim was to examine the basic preferences of possible users of
autonomous machines in terms of the expected level of clustering.
The survey has no ambition to be a representative poll. Our objective
is rather to identify certain trends in user preferences.

21%

9%

47%

23%

What level of localness is appropriate?

City

Province

Country

Continent

Figure 1: Most interesting results of the survey in terms of clustering of
preferences of AV users. Source: Author’s study.

The responses are split almost equally between the preferences of
the driver and the preferences of the residents of the area in which the
vehicle travels, with a slight advantage to the driver. The conclusion
for manufacturers of autonomous devices is therefore that a device
should have an open architecture that allows it to be adapted to the
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6%

50%

44%

Should decisions of autonomous machines be made on the

basis of your preferences or those of the residents of the 

location to which you are travelling? 

I do not know

Based on residents preferences

Based on my preferences

Figure 2: Level of clustering survey. Source: Author’s study.

preferred option, unless legal regulations decide otherwise. However,
as the survey results show, imposing solutions in this area may end in
reduced trust in the device.

The other problem investigated in the survey was the level of
clustering. The top level used in the research was the continental one.
The majority of respondents preferred the level of state. The level
of clustering reflecting Ingelhart-Welzel’s map of cultural influences
used in the research mentioned above did not appear among the ques-
tions. This does not reflect traditional geographical and administrative
distinctions.

Conclusion

Despite the sceptical voices raised against the practical implemen-
tation of the idea of an extrapolated, coherent volition of humanity
in the form of the Moral Machine project, it does not seem that this
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criticism undermines certain important arguments that stand behind
Yudkowsky’s CEV project and its implementation attempts. In con-
clusion, we would like to point them out and outline some possible
paths for further consideration of this issue.

Firstly, Yudkowsky’s project and attempts to implement it are
answers to the question of what moral patterns should be introduced
into the decision-making procedures of machines so that they meet
Giddens’ active trust requirements. Any attempts to do this in a top-
down model by enlightened bodies, special committees or top-down
adopted normative systems does not meet the criterion of persuasive
trust proposed by Giddens. Therefore, the attempt to do this in a de-
scriptive way through empirical research referring to extrapolation of
results of the survey seems a method tailored to these needs, with all
of the doubts associated with the naturalisation of morality and the
limitations of descriptive research related to Hume’s guillotine prob-
lem. Although, in our paper, we tried to show that the weak rationality
associated with the inductive approach applied to moral problems can
be used to overcome the is-ought problem in the case of the ethics of
autonomous machines.

Secondly, such considerations can be conducted under the assump-
tion that the best path to their implementation is to define cognitive
processes (including those of a moral nature) as consisting of infor-
mation processing. What may help here may be the concept that such
a definition of moral cognition would not be a naturalisation (Peruzzi,
Aseron and Bhaskaran, 2015). This also could help to eliminate the
troubling issue of the is-ought problem. Although it is an issue con-
sidered by some theorists to be an illusory (Gellner, 2005) and an
argument that is treated as untenable nowadays (Searle, 1964) from
point of view of “weak” rationality—as mentioned above.
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Thirdly, the acceptance of the possibility of clustering moral
patterns can lead to the idea of constructing the architecture of au-
tonomous machines as open for adaptation of the patterns used for
decision-making to the local characteristics of the user/social environ-
ment. The sample survey presented at the end of the paper demon-
strates the preferences of a limited group of respondents regarding
this issue.

Fourthly, there is quite advanced research on the technology of
so-called social robots, whose task is to produce a personalised in-
teractive communication experience by considering the preferences
of the user the robot interacts with (Maroto-Gómez et al., 2022).
It is based on technology so called preference learning (Fürnkranz
and Hüllermeier, 2011). Using an online survey, participants provide
their defining features and preferences towards the activities of the
robot. Then, a preference learning model estimates the preferences of
new users using similar features of the survey participants. The sur-
vey contains questions about sociodemographic, habits, interests, and
preferences about specific attributes related to social robot (Fürnkranz
and Hüllermeier, 2011, p.2).
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